OUR WORK ACROSS SOUTH SUDAN

OVERVIEW

TWO-THIRDS
of the population needs humanitarian assistance

80%
of people live in poverty

2.3 Mdisplaced refugees

60%
of refugees are children

PROJECT SPOTLIGHT: Supporting Vulnerable Communities in South Sudan

Violence, political instability, and economic stagnation have left two-thirds of South Sudan’s population in dire need of humanitarian assistance. According to experts, more than 80% of the country’s population lives in poverty, surviving on less than $1.90 per day. To add, climate-induced disasters such as severe droughts and floods continually ravage the country, leaving devastation in their wake.

Islamic Relief is working to help increase human dignity among the conflict-affected areas in South Sudan through integrated interventions including building sustainable livelihoods, access to clean water and health services, and training on community building.

THANK YOU

Thank you for your continuous support of Islamic Relief. Your donations help provide access to basic needs for vulnerable families across South Sudan. The impact of your investment is incredible so far, masha’Allah, and we pray that you continue to work with us. May Allah reward you for your compassion and humanitarianism.